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Introduction: Primitive xenolithic clasts have been found in 

regolith-bearing meteorites [1]. They are most commonly similar 
to type 1-3 chondrites, but significant differences usually exist. 
Some of these clasts should derive from Kuiper Belt Objects 
(KBOs) trapped in the inner asteroid belt by scattering by giant 
planets in later period of planetary formation, in the so-called 
Nice model [2,3]. Here we present organic analyses of several of 
these clasts by various spectroscopic methods, e.g., carbon X-ray 
absorption near edge structure (C-XANES), Fourier transform 
infrared micro-spectroscopy (microFTIR), and Raman spectros-
copy. 

Results: We have analyzed clasts from 4 meteorites; Kapoeta 
(Howardite), Zag (H5), Sharps (H3.4) and Cold Bokkeveld 
(CM2). C-XANES and FTIR spectra show mostly aromatic na-
ture with slightly aliphatics. The carbonyl features obtained by 
C-XANES might have been caused by focused ion beam (FIB) 
used in sample preparation. C-XANES spectra of all clasts did 
not show significant 1s-σ* exiton features, suggesting that these 
clasts have not experienced high temperature, probably <200°C 
[4], although some of their parent meteorites has subjected strong 
thermal processing. However, the Raman G-band center and full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Zag clast show similari-
ties to thermally metamorphosed CVs. 

 Most interestingly, the clasts from Sharps are significantly 
organic carbon rich and contain less silicates and carbonates, 
compare to the clasts from other 3 meteorites. G-band parameters 
obtained by Raman spectra of two distinct Sharps clasts both 
show similarity with CV and CO chondrites. However, these 
would be two different starting materials that have been meta-
morphosed to the type 3.4 petrographic class together. One clast 
contains what are probably vapor-grown graphite grains, some of 
which have been disrupted by shock. The other clast appears to 
have had a O, N-rich starting material. Both show signs of slight 
thermal metamorphismalmost certainly while entrained in the 
Sharps H3.4 parent body. These Raman spectral features are con-
sistent with FTIR spectra which show less aliphatics and carbon-
yls. 

Conclusions: These primitive xenolithic clasts have organic 
features that are distinct from their parent meteorites and pre-
serve their history from before accretion on single parent bodies. 
However they may also have been affected by secondary process 
on their parent bodies, which results in very complex histories.. 
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